An Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of the Convex Hull Construction is given and proved. A representative serial algorithm convex hull with half-dividing and recurrence is commented as compared example. A more efficient new serial algorithm to find a convex hull based on a dynamical maximum base line pitch is given; its general characters are: 1) find out the outside-most points as the initial apexes, 2) divide the original distributed domain of a given 2D point set into four sub-domain at most, 3) construct a current apex with a maximum pitch to its base line in every sub-domain. Another new improved serial convex algorithm based on a minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 4-domains and 4-derections in all sub-domains is advanced; its isomorphic new characteristics are: 1) take a new pattern of 1-clusters, 4-domains and 4-directions, 2) construct a current apex with a minimum pitch from its lever half line in every sub-domain, 3) the computational time for finding a current apex is less. Further, a more efficient new parallel algorithm for finding convex hull based on 2-clusters, 2-domains and 4-directions is created; its isomorphic new characteristics are: 1) take pattern of 2-clusters, 2-domains and 4-directions, 2) have great isomorphic new potentialities to construct a better, newer and more efficient parallel algorithm for finding convex hull with m-Clusters, n-Domains and p-Directions (m > 2, n > 2, p > 2).
INTRODUCTION
As well known, the problem about convex hull on a plane (namely a 2D convex hull problem, abridged as convex hull problem) is one of the classical problems of computational geometry, which has more and more applications in business, engineering, science, daily life and so on. Having the whole world in view, people could see that the beginning of researching on a convex hull was in 1970 [1] , the lively of researching on a convex hull was in 1980s [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and the high tide and the top of researching on a convex hull appeared in 1997 [12] ; but since 2000, the researching on a convex hull stagnates. Up to day, many literatures recorded and explained the vital significance and many studies of the research, improvement and enhancement about the convex hull algorithm of 2D point set or a set of segments (hereafter called convex hull algorithm for short) and its efficiency [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, there is still more rest space to improve and raise the efficiency of convex hull algorithms [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . So in this paper: in order to overcome the short comings of the traditional convex hull algorithms and to guide the improvement of the convex hull serial algorithms and parallel algorithms, an Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of a Convex Hull Construction is proposed; as a compared example convex hull serial algorithm to be improved, a representative convex hull serial algorithm with half-dividing recurrence is commented on; then according to the Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of the Convex Hull Construction, a more efficient new serial convex algorithm based on a dynamical maximum base line pitch coiling with 4domains (which shortens for the "four sub-domains", and the following is similar to this) and 4-derections is given, and another new improved serial convex algorithm based on minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 4-domains and 4derections is advanced, of which both are based on single cluster (because single computer could be seen as the simplest cluster which consists of one processor only), multi-domains and multi-directions; further, a new parallel algorithm for finding convex hull based on 2-clusters, 2-domains and 4-directions is created which isn't difficult to construct a better and newer parallel algorithm for finding convex hull on 4-clusters, 4-domain and 8-directions is discussed. in this paper, but also should be the theoretical basis of improving and creating more and more new algorithm for finding convex hull.
Isomorphic i. The first proposition could be proofed by contradiction: suppose any apex of convex hull Q satisfies Q k (x k , y k ) ∈ S-R, 1 ≤ k ≤ n; then the apex Q k (x k , y k ) ∉ R (it indicates that the apex Q k (x k , y k ) should be the interior point of the convex hull Q). But R is the set of apexes, therefore we may know the apex Q k (x k , y k ) ∈ R. Obviously, both are contradictory. Therefore, the first proposition is right. (It shows that any interior point of the convex hull Q must not be the apex of the convex hull.) ii. Suppose the point Q k is one of the apexes of the convex hull Q, then it has two most neighboring apexes at two sides of the point Q k at least, there are Q k-1 and Q k+1 (where Q k ∈ R: if k-1 = 0, then set the value of 194 New serial and parallel algorithms for finding convex hull based on clusters, domains and directions from single to multitude k-1 be n; if k+1 = n+1, then set the value of k+1 be 1). Obviously, the three point compose a triangle Q k-1 Q k Q k+1 (Notice: the three points Q k-1 , Q k and Q k+1 will not be on the a same line; or the three points would be degenerated into two points, but this is impossible because a convex hull Q has three apexes at least), but the position of the apex Q k is invariable, and it only relates to its coordinate position, while has nothing with the coordinate position of the points Q k-1 and Q k+1 .
Analogizes by this, we may know that the position of any one apex only relates to its own coordinate position, not the coordinate position of its neighboring points Q i and
So any apex of the convex hull is independent in other apexes of the convex hull. Therefore, above Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction is right.
What should be pointed is that: based on Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction, this paper's author I believe deeply and firmly that an isomorphic improvement and optimization trend of the convex hull algorithms, which will be certainly the main short cut to enhance the efficiency of the convex hull algorithms in the future without doubt, must be as following:
1st, according to Interior Point Irrelevant Theorem, on the one hand, we should make the distributed domain of apex minimizing, namely makes the distributed domain of apex as small as possible to reduce the invalid process load when judging a point in given 2D point set is or is not the apex of the convex hull to fund out; on the other hand, determine object directly, namely let the object approach as far as possible to largely enhances the direct focalization of the convex hull's apexes object.
2nd, according to Convex Hull Apex Independent Theorem, on the one hand, we could embark from the different initial object in order to improve and optimize new serial and parallel convex hull algorithm; On the other hand, it is possible and natural that to improve and create (or transform) new serial and parallel convex hull algorithms from different views and with special methods of the processing for finding out the apexes of a convex hull. Therefore, in the process of producing convex hull, people should and could reduce the distributed domain of apexes as far as possible. The convex hull algorithm only finds out every apex quickly and directly in as small as possible distributed domain.
3rd, in order to raise the efficiency still further, it is necessary that to exert parallel transformation and innovation on those outstanding serial convex hull algorithms.
THE COMMENTARY OF 2D CONVEX HULL ALGORITHIM RESEARCH
Since the 70's of the 20th century, the 2D Convex Hull problem's complexity and its application importance have been causing the experts all over the world quite to pay attention to the convex hull algorithms, and have proposed many serial and parallel convex hull algorithms (such as the Gift Wrapping convex hull algorithm, the Graham scan convex hull algorithm, the half-dividing convex hull algorithm, …). Here, this paper only comments on a representative convex hull algorithm with Half-dividing for being limited in space.
The Synopsis of the Serial Half-dividing Convex Hull Algorithm
The literature [17] , explained the half-dividing convex hull algorithm which is based on half-dividing technical and the recurrence method, the algorithm's efficiency is higher than the Gift Wrapping convex hull algorithm and the Graham Scan convex hull algorithm, its total running time is t (m) = O(m log m).
The main method of half-dividing convex hull algorithm could be summarized as follows:
Step 0: The point P i (x i , y i ) in 2D point set S satisfies x i ≤ x i +1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ m-1, 3 ≤ m < + ∞ , makes the leftmost point P left and the rightmost point P right of the initial 2D point set as the end points of the line of demarcation, which divides S into two sub-domain S up and S low . (For example in Fig. 2 : when m = 11, the points with minimum or maximum x-coordinate are the leftmost point P left , rightmost point P right , and it also divides the point set S into the upper subdomain S up = {P 2 , P 4 , P 6 , P 8 , P 9 } and the lower sub-domain S low = {P 3 , P 5 , P 7 , P 10 })
Step 1: Execute the sub-algorithm UH(S up ), in order to produce the upper convex hull Q up .
1. If m < 3, then all of the points in point set S up are the convex hull's apexes, and return these points; otherwise, carry out 2. 2. According to the principle of dividing these points almost equally, it divides the point set S up into two sub-domains S up1 and S up2 . 3. Taking S up1 as the new S up , executes the upper convex hull subalgorithm UH(S up ) recursively, and produces S up1 's convex hull up1 . 4. Taking S up2 as the new S up, executes the upper convex hull subalgorithm UH(S up ) recursively, and produces S up2 's convex hull up2 . 5. Draw the common tangent of convex hull up1 and convex hull up2 (for example the imaginary line Q 8 Q 7 shown in Fig. 3 ), in order to merge convex hull up1 and convex hull up2 into convex hull Q up
Step 2: Transfer recursion sub-algorithm UH (S low ), in order to produce the lower convex hull Q low .
1. If m < 3, then the points in the point set S low are the convex hull's apexes, and return to the points; Otherwise, carryout 2. 2. According to the principle of dividing these points almost equally, it divides the point set S low into two sub-domains S low1 and S low2 . (for example the imaginary line Q 2 Q 3 shown in Fig 3) , in order to merge convex hull low1 and convex hull low2 into convex hull Q low .
Step 3: Merge the upper convex hull Q up and the lower convex hull Q low into convex hull Q, and produce convex hull Q (for example the convex polygon Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 shown in Fig. 3 ).
The Weakness of the Serial Half-dividing Convex Hull Algorithm
It is not difficult to see that the two main shortcomings of Half-dividing convex hull algorithm are:
First, it is because of the recursion is used in half-dividing convex hull algorithm that the algorithm efficiency of Half-dividing convex hull algorithm would be naturally not high;
Second, only eyeing and speaking of the upper convex hull production processing, in the trapezoid which take the common tangent Q i Q i+1 as a waist, take the line of demarcation as another waist, and select the line of the direction of X coordinate of the points Q i and Q i+1 as the upper and lower underside (in fact, it may expand to: produce the quadrangle P left P right Q i+1 Q i which takes the upper common tangent Q i Q i+1 as one side, the line of demarcation P left P right as its opposite side, while Q i+1 P left as another side, and Q i P right as its opposite side), the more points S up1 and S up2 have , the more invalid sides of sub-convex hull the algorithm have; So it may reduce the algorithm efficiency. General speaking, there are many invalid sides and redundancy processing in all of the sub-convex hulls, because only a few among the apexes of these sub-convex hulls are just the apexes of the convex hull Q to be fund out (as shown in Fig 3) .
A NEW SERIAL CONVEX HULL ALGORITHM BASED ON A DYNAMICAL MAXIMUM BASE LINE PITCH COILING WITH 4-DOMAINS AND 4-DERECTIONS
From a new view about a dynamical base line of a convex hull, the following new algorithm idea of finding a convex hull is formed. The new serial convex algorithm based on a dynamical maximum base line pitch coiling with 4-domains and 4-derections which is 4 guided by Important Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction. So this new serial convex hull algorithm could be called as base line convex hull algorithm for speaking simply. 
Basic Definition of the Serial New Base Line Convex Hull Algorithm
}, the points which have the maximum (or minimum) x-coordinate, or maximum (or minimum) y-coordinate where if there are more than one points have the same maximum (or minimum) x-coordinate then only the points which have maximum (or minimum) y-coordinate, are called the outside-most points. Among these outside-most points (in general speaking as shown in Fig. 4 , there are four outside-most points which could be recorded as the point P 1, 0 , P 2, 0 , P 3, 0 and P 4, 0 in 2D point set S), the bottommost one, the rightmost one, the topmost one and the leftmost one are just the bottommost apex, the rightmost apex, the topmost apex and the leftmost apex, of a convex hull Q of 2D point set S separately, so they could be still recorded as the apex Q 1, 0 , Q 2, 0 , Q 3, 0 and Q 4, 0 separately. The line segment Q 1, 0 Q 3, 0 and Q 2, 0 Q 4, 0 are called the diameters of a convex hull Q of S; the point of intersection Q 0 of the diameters of a convex hull Q is called the center of a convex hull Q. The 4 parts of distributed domain of 2D point set S is divided by the diameter Q 1, 0 Q 3, 0 and Q 2, 0 Q 4, 0 are called distributed sub-domains recorded as sub-domain S1 (to which apex Q 1, 0 and Q 2, 0 belong), S2 (to which apex Q 2, 0 and Q 3, 0 belong), S 3 (to which apex Q 3, 0 and Q 4, 0 belong)and S4 (to which apex Q 4, 0 and Q 1, 0 belong). The line segment Q 1, 0 Q 2, 0 , Q 2, 0 Q 3, 0 , Q 3, 0 Q 4, 0 and Q 4, 0 Q 1, 0 are called the initial base lines which belong to a convex hull Q.
It is important that we must pay attention to the cases of the outside-most points should be divided into many kinds. 
outside-most points is shown as Fig. 4 ; the more cases with 4-8 outside-most points are shown as Fig. 5-9 ; while the degenerated cases with 3 outside-most points or less than 4 sub-domains are shown as Fig. 10-19 . So the upper limit case is that there are 8 outside-most points (which may be recorded as the apex Q 1, 0 , Q 1, 1 , Q 2, 0 , Q 2, 1 , Q 3, 0 , Q 3, 1 , Q 4, 0 , Q 4, 1 ) and 4 sub-domains (which may be 200 New serial and parallel algorithms for finding convex hull based on clusters, domains and directions from single to multitude Figure 5 . The case of the 8 outside-most points and 4 sub-domains. Figure 6 . The case of the 7 outside-most points and 4 sub-domains.
recorded as the apex S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ) separately as shown as Fig. 5 . But the number of the distributed sub-domains may be degenerated to 0~3 which are named by S 0~S3 (where S 0 means the empty sub-domain) as shown in Fig. 10-19 . Therefore, the definition 6 should be discussed and expanded further, which is not given in this paper as space limited. Figure 7 . The case of the 6 outside-most points and 4 sub-domains. Figure 8 . The case of the 5 outside-most points and 4 sub-domains.
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New serial and parallel algorithms for finding convex hull based on clusters, domains and directions from single to multitude Figure 9 . The case of the 4 outside-most points and 3 sub-domains. Figure 10 . The case of the 3 outside-most points and 3 sub-domains. Figure 11 . The case of the 4 outside-most points and 2 sub-domains. Figure 12 . The case of the 3 outside-most points and 2 sub-domains. Figure 13 . The case of the 3 outside-most points and 1 sub-domain. 
then outside-most points P 1, 0 , P 2, 0 , P 3, 0 and P 4, 0 are called initial apexes of convex hull Q of a given 2D point set S = {P i (x i , y i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 3 ≤ m < + ∞ }; so all the outside-most points can be recorded as Q 1, 0 , Q 2, 0 , Q 3, 0 and Q 4, 0 . The diameters of a convex hull Q of S are line segment Q 1, 0 Q 3, 0 and Q 2, 0 Q 4, 0 . As the demarcations, the two diameters divide the original distributed domain into four sub-domains which are called as sub-domain S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 of 2D point set S. In sub-domain S 1 : point P x ∈ S x , where x = 1, line segment Q 1, 0 Q 2, 0 is the initial base line, the line segment Q 1,0 Q 1,1 is the first current base line, while the line segment Q 1, 1 Q 1, 2 is the second base line; ∠Q 2, 0 Q 1, 0 P x is the initial base line pitch of sub-domain S 1 , ∠Q 1, 0 Q 1, 1 P x is the first base line pitch of sub-domain S 1 .
Structure of the Serial New Base Line Convex Hull Algorithm
According to the above, a more efficient new serial algorithm to find a convex hull based on a dynamical base line with a maximum pitch is given in this paper
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New serial and parallel algorithms for finding convex hull based on clusters, domains and directions from single to multitude Figure 19 . The case of the 8 outside-most points and 0 sub-domain (all the given points are just all the apexes of the convex hull).
which is guided by the Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction. This new serial algorithm's thought may be structured as follows shown in Fig. 4 :
Step 0: Initialization Processing. 1. "Structure the demarcation and the sub-domain of the distributed domain" processing: Find out all outside-most points. Produce the convex hull Q's diameters Q 1, 0 Q 3, 0 & Q 2, 0 Q 4, 0 , and use them as demarcations to divide a initial given 2D point set S into four subdomains S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 ; make all the points P x, j (x j , y j ) ∈ S, satisfy x j ≤ x j+1 in every sub-domain S x (where j ≥ 0; and x = 1, 2, 3 and 4). 2. "Minimize the distributed domain and its sub-domains" processing:
Delete the centrifugals which are in the quadrilateral Q 1, 0 Q 2, 0 Q 3, 0 Q 4, 0 (Attention: It may degenerates to the triangle Q 1, 0 Q 2, 0 Q 3, 0 ), and the new whole domain is still expressed as S of which the remained new sub-domains is still named as sub-domain S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 .
Step 1: Mark the sub-domain S 1 as S1. Take the bottommost point Q 1, 0 as the initial apex in the sub-domain S 1 , take the line segment Q 1, 0 Q 1,-1 where Q 1,-1 is just Q 2, 0 (Notice: in order to narrate simply and unitarily, the second initial apex Q x + 1, 0 of the first initial apex Q x, 0 is recorded as Q x, -1 ) as the initial base line of the sub-domain S1. In the sub-domain S1, seek for the apexes of the convex hull Q (obviously, the line segment which is composed by tow closest neighboring apexes would form a side of the convex hull Q). That is:
1. "Seek for the next new apex (where is in sub-domain S 1 ) of the convex hull Q" processing: While there still have unresolved point P 1, j ∈ S1, do: In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 1,j of which the pitch from the base line Q 1, k P 1, j to Q 1, k1 Q 1, k-1 is maximum (Namely satisfies ∠Q 1, k-1 Q 1, k P x = max{∠Q 1, k-1 Q 1, k P 1, j | P 1, j ∈ S1} (Note: If the point of the maximum pitch is not only one, then only leave the one which is the farthest from the apex Q 1, k ); keep the found point P x as new apex Q 1, k + 1 in order, where 0 ≤ k, x = 1. 2. "Minimize the sub-domain S1" processing: In sub-domain S1, delete all interior points of triangle Q 1, k Q 1, k+1 Q 2, 0 , and the new sub-domain S1 which is consist of all the remaindered points is still expressed as S1. Take the line segment Q 1, k Q 1, k+1 as the new base line. If subdomain S1 has rest points, then return to 1 of Step 1; else (it means that all apexes which are in sub-domain S1of convex hull Q have been found out), execute the Step 2 continuingly.
Step 2: Mark the sub-domain S 2 as S1. Take the rightmost point Q 2, 0 as the initial apex in the sub-domain S1, take the line segment Q 2, 0 Q 2, -1 where Q 2, -1 is just Q 3,0 as the initial base line of the sub-domain S1. In the sub-domain S1, seek for the apexes of the convex hull Q. That is:
1. "Seek for the next new apex (where is in sub-domain S 2 ) of the convex hull Q" processing: While there still have unresolved point P 2,j ∈S1, do:
In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 2,j of which the pitch from the base line Q 2,k P 2,j to Q 2,k1 Q 2,k-1 is maximum (Namely satisfies ∠Q 2,k-1 Q 2,k P x = max{∠Q 2,k-1 Q 2,k P 2,j | P 2,j ∈S1} (Note: If the point of the maximum pitch is not only one, then only leave the one which is the farthest from the apex Q 2,k ); keep the found point P x as new apex Q 2,k+1 in order, where 0 ≤ k, x = 2. 2. "Minimize the sub-domain S1" processing: In sub-domain S1, delete all interior points of triangle Q 2,k Q 2,k+1 Q 3,0 , and the new sub-domain S1 which is consist of all the remaindered points is still expressed as S1. Take the line segment Q 2,k Q 2,k+1 as the new base line. If sub-domain S1 has rest points, then return to 1 of Step 2; else (it means that all apexes which are in sub-domain S1 of convex hull Q have been found out), execute the Step 3 continuingly.
Step 3: Mark the sub-domain S 3 as S1. Take the topmost point Q 3,0 as the initial apex in the sub-domain S1, take the line segment Q 3,0 Q 3,-1 where Q 3,-1 is just Q 3,0 as the initial base line of the sub-domain S1. In the sub-domain S1, seek for the apexes of the convex hull Q. That is:
1. "Seek for the next new apex (where is in sub-domain S 3 ) of the convex hull Q" processing: While there still have unresolved point P 3 , j ∈S1, do:
In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 3,j of which the pitch from the base line Q 3,k P 3,j to Q 3,k1 Q 3,k-1 is maximum (Namely satisfies ∠Q 3,k-1 Q 3,k P x = max{∠Q 3,k-1 Q 3,k P 3,j | P 3,j ∈S1} (Note: If the point of the maximum pitch is not only one, then only leave the one which is the farthest from the apex Q 3,k ); keep the found point P x as new apex Q 3,k+1 in order, where 0 ≤ k, x = 3. 2. "Minimize the sub-domain S1" processing: In sub-domain S1, delete all interior points of triangle Q 3,k Q 3,k+1 Q 4,0 , and the new sub-domain S1 which is consist of all the remaindered points is still expressed as S1. Take the line segment Q 3,k Q 3,k+1 as the new base line. If sub-domain S1 has rest points, then return to 1 of Step 3; else (it means that all apexes which are in sub-domain S1 of convex hull Q have been found out), execute the Step 4 continuingly.
Step 4: Mark the sub-domain S 4 as S1. Take the leftmost point Q 4,0 as the initial apex in the sub-domain S1, take the line segment Q 4,0 Q 4,-1 where Q 4,-1 is just Q 4,0 as the initial base line of the sub-domain S1. In the sub-domain S1, seek for the apexes of the convex hull Q. That is:
1. "Seek for the next new apex (where is in sub-domain S 4 ) of the convex hull Q" processing: While there still have unresolved point P 4,j ∈S1, do:
In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 4,j of which the pitch from the base line Q 4,k P 4,j to Q 4,k1 Q 4,k-1 is maximum (Namely satisfies ∠Q 4,k-1 Q 4,k P x = max{∠Q 4,k-1 Q 4,k P 4,j | P 4,j ∈S1} (Note: If the point of the maximum pitch is not only one, then only leave the one which is the farthest from the apex Q 4,k ); keep the found point P x as new apex Q 4,k+1 in order, where 0 ≤ k, x = 4. 2. "Minimize the sub-domain S1" processing: In sub-domain S1, delete all interior points of triangle Q 4,k Q 4,k+1 Q 1,0 , and the new sub-domain S1 which is consist of all the remaindered points is still expressed as S1. Take the line segment Q 4,k Q 4,k+1 as the new base line. If sub-domain S1 has rest points, then return to 1 of Step 4; else (it means that all apexes which are in sub-domain S1 of convex hull Q have been found out), execute the final step continuingly. Final Step: The convex polygon Q which is composed by the line segments which link the apexes orderly in sub-domains S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 must be the convex hull Q in 2D limited point set S.
This new serial algorithm has some isomorphic characteristics as following: 1. In the generation of initial apexes and four sub-domains, find out all the outmost points (i.e. the bottommost point, the rightmost point, the topmost point and the leftmost point) on the convex hull S as the initial apexes of the convex hull Q in a given point set S, which has the minimum or the maximum coordinate value of the Y (or X) axis among all the points in a given 2D point set S (if the outside-most points is not only one, then the two end points of the same kind outside-most points which are the leftmost (or bottommost) point and the rightmost (or topmost) points should be selected). 2. In the 2D point set S, execute the process of seeking the newest apex based on maximum base line pitch coiling with four sub-domains and four direction which are the clockwise. 3. If there are more than one points have the same maximum base line pitch, then only one point which is the far-most and last one along the clockwise can be found out as the maximum base line pitch. 4. Because the executing process of seeking the newest apex of convex hull Q based on maximum base line pitch coiling in sub-domain S x (where x=1, 2, 3, 4) along with the clockwise which is independent of each other, this new serial algorithm for finding convex hull based on maximum base line pitch could be changed into a new parallel algorithm for finding convex hull based on maximum base line pitch coiling with four sub-domains and four direction (it will be studied in another paper, so omitted here).
The Mathematical Proof of the Key Technology and Core Foundation of the Serial New Base Line Convex Hull Algorithm
The key technology and the core foundation of the new base line convex hull algorithm are the following two important propositions: i. The apex of a convex hull Q has nothing to do with "The minimizing processing of distributed domain and its sub-domains". ii. The point P x must be an apex of convex hull Q in a given 2D point set S. Its simple mathematic proof is given as follows shown in Fig. 20: i. In the minimizing processing of the distributed domain and its subdomains, it is only the interior points of the convex hull Q in a given 2D points set S (Notice: all the deleted interior points are in ∆Q x,k Q x,k+1 Q x+1,0 , where Q x,k+1 is the near closely next apex of Q x,k , well x = 1, 2, 3 and 4) that are deleted; therefore according to above Interior Point Irrelevant Theorem and the Apex Independent Theorem, we can know that the rest apexes of convex hull Q must be in the distributed domains S or its sub-domain S x after the minimizing processing of the distributed domain and its sub-domains. In other words, all the apexes of a convex hull Q have nothing to do with "The minimizing processing of distributed domain and its sub-domains". ii. For the purpose of unified narrating as shown in Fig. 20 : In sub-domain S x , if 1 ≤ x ≤ 3 and k = 0 (where x is the first subscript, and k is the second subscript of the front last apex Q x, k-1 in the sub-domain S x of a convex hull Q in a given 2D point set S), then the front last apex Q x,-1 is just the next initial apex Q x+1,0 of current initial apex Q x,0 ; if x = 4 and k = 0, then the next initial apex Q x+1,0 (i. e. Q 5,0 ) of current initial apex Q x,0 is just the initial apex Q 1,0 . Set Q x,0 be the initial apex of current sub-domain S x , (Attention: Q x,0 is certainly the outside-most point in 2D limited point set S), the next outside-most point is Q x+1,0 , the initial base line as Q x,0 Q x+1,0 , find out the point P x of which the pitch from the base line to Q x+1,0 Q x,k is maximum. Because P x satisfies ∠Q x,k-1 Q x,k the maximum pitch is not only one, then only leave the farthest one point from the current apex Q x,k ". Thus, any point P x,j in the subdomain S x must satisfy ∠Q x,k-1 Q x,k P x ≥ ∠Q x,k-1 Q x,k P x,j (where Q x,k-1 is the near closely front apex of the current apex Q x,k ), namely the maximum pitch point P x must be on the newest rim Q x,k P x (i. e. Q x,k Q x,k+1 ) of a convex hull Q. If the maximum pitch point P x is not the end of the newest rim Q x,k P x (i. e. P x ≠ Q x,k+1 ), then there will be at least one point X on the newest rim Q x,k P x of which the distance from the current apex Q x,k is far than point P x . What must be noticed is that in this case, their lengths must be satisfied Q x,k P x <Q x,k X i . However, this does not satisfy "If the points of the maximum pitch is not only one, then only leave the farthest one point from the current apex Q x,k ". Therefore, the point P x must be the end of the newest rim Q x,k Q x,k+1 , that is the maximum pitch point P x is certainly the newest apex Q x,k+1 of a convex hull Q in the sub-domain S x . It is easy to see that the new base line convex hull algorithm is useful to improve the running time, space complexity and efficiency. But its computing the pitch of every dynamic base line is the main pot neck of improving and raising the algorithm efficiency. So, how to improve and raise further the computation efficiency of the dynamic base line pitch will be the key to cut down the algorithm complex nature. For example, the processing of "make all The newest apex Q x,k+1 (that is a current maximum pitch′s point) the points P x, j (x j , y j ) ∈ S, satisfy x j ≤ x j+1 in every sub-domain S x (where j ≥ 0; and x = 1, 2, 3 and 4)" in 1 of Step 0 of the initialization Processing could be deleted, because the apexes of the convex hull have nothing to with the sorting of all the points P x,j (x j , y j ) ∈ S.
A NEW SERIAL CONVEX HULL ALGORITHM BASED ON MINIMUM LEVER HALF LINE PITCH COILING WITH 4-DOMAINS AND 4-DERECTIONS 6.1. The basis of the Serial New Lever Pitch Convex Hull Algorithm
In order to raise the computation efficiency cut down the complex nature of a serial algorithm for finding a convex hull in a given 2D point set, a new serial convex algorithm based on minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 4domains and 4-derections is given here. So this new serial convex hull algorithm could be called as lever pitch convex hull algorithm for speaking simply. Definition 8: As defined as definition 6 and 7, S is a given 2D point set {P i (x i ,y i )|1≤i≤m, 3≤m<+∞ }, S x (where x = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the sub-domain of domain S, and outside-most point Q x,0 (i. e. the initial apex Q x,0 of a convex hull of a 2D point set S, where x = 1, 2, 3, 4) is in the sub-domain S x ; point P x,j ∈S x . If Q x,0 L x,0 is a the initial lever half line (of which the start end is Q x,0 and the direction is same to the positive direction of axis X) of the initial apex Q x,0 , and point P x,j ∈S x ; then ∠L x,0 Q x,0 P x,j (which is turned from half line Q x,0 L x,0 to the half line Q x,0 P x,j ) is called the lever pitch of the initial lever half line Q x,0 L x,0 where if there are more than one points have the same minimum lever pitch then only the points which is the far-most and last one along the clockwise.
For example as shown as Fig. 21 , the half line Q x,0 L x,0 is the initial half line of initial apex Q x,0 (where x=1, 2, 3), while the half line Q 1,k L 1,k is the initial half line of the apex Q 1,k (where x=1, 2). ∠L 1,0 Q 1,0 Q 1,1 is the minimum lever pitch of the initial lever half line L 1,0 Q 1,0 , and the point Q 1,1 (i.e. apex Q 1,1 of the convex hull Q) is just the minimum lever pitch point of the initial lever half line L 1,0 Q 1,0 ; ∠L 1,1 Q 1,1 Q 1,2 is the minimum lever pitch of the lever half line L 1,1 Q 1,1 , and the point Q 1,2 (i.e. apex Q 1,2 of the convex hull Q) is just the minimum lever pitch point of the lever half line L 1,1 Q 1,1 ; ∠L 1,2 Q 1,2 Q 2,0 is the minimum lever pitch of the lever half line L 1,2 Q 1,2 , and the point Q 2,0 (i.e. apex Q 2,0 of the convex hull Q) is just the minimum lever pitch point of the lever half line L 1,2 Q 1,2 .
Theorem 1: Set S be a given 2D point set {P i (x i ,y i )|1≤i≤m, 3≤m<+∞ }, S x (where x=1, 2, 3, 4) be the sub-domain of domain S, outside-most point Q x,0 (i. e. the initial apex Q x,0 of a convex hull Q of a 2D point set S, where x=1, 2, 3, 4) be in the sub-domain S x , Q x,0 L x,0 be the lever half line, and point P x,j ∈S x . The following is true:
i. If the point P x ∈S x , and the lever pitch of P x to the initial lever half line Q x,0 L x,0 satisfies ∠L x,0 Q x,0 P x =min{∠L x,0 Q x,0 P x,j |P x,j ∈S x }; then the minimum lever pitch point P x must be the next apex Q x,1 of initial apex Q x,0 . ii. If Q x,k is the current apex of convex hull Q in sub-domain S x , Q x,k L x,k is the lever half line of the current apex Q x,k , point P x ∈S x , and the lever pitch of the point P x to the lever half line Q x,k L x,k satisfies ∠L x,k Q x,k P x =min {∠L x,k Q x,k P x,j |P x,j ∈S x }; then the minimum lever pitch point P x must be the next apex Q x,k+1 of the current apex Q x,k . The theorem 1 could be proved as following (shown in Fig. 21 ):
i. Take P x ∈S x , and make P x be just the minimum lever pitch point of the initial lever half line L x,0 Q x,0 where Q x,0 is the outside-most and the initial apex of the convex hull Q of 2D point set S. Then, all points P x,j ∈S x are placed at the same one side of the line Q x,0 P x , and ∠L x,0 Q x,0 P x | L x,0 Q x,0 P x,j :
A. Except P x , all point P x,j ∈S x -{P x } are not at the line Q x,0 P x , that is they will be out of the line Q x,0 P x and be the same one side of the line Q x,0 P x , and P x is only one nearest by Q x,0 along the clockwise. So according to Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction, P x is certainly the next apex of initial Q x,0 , namely Q x,1 . are not at the line Q x,0 P x , that is they will be out of the line Q x,0 P x and be the same one side of the line Q x,0 P x . But among all the points in point set S' of which the lever pitch equate the minimum lever pitch are at the line segment Q x,0 P x ; except point P x , all the rest points in set S' must be between the two ends Q x,0 and P x of the line segment Q x,0 P x . But as known as the above, if there are more than one points have the same minimum lever pitch, then only one point which is the far-most one along the clockwise, so only the point P x can be as the minimum lever pitch point; in other words, only point P x is just certainly the next apex of the initial Q x,0 , namely Q x,1 .
ii. Take P x ∈S x , and make P x be just the current minimum lever pitch point of the current lever half line L x,k Q x,k where Q x,k is the current apex of the convex hull Q of 2D point set S. Then, all points P x,j ∈S x are placed at the same one side of the line Q x,k P x , and ∠L x,k Q x,k P x ≤∠L x,k Q x,k P x,j : A. Except P x , all point P x,j ∈S x -{P x } are not at the line Q x,k P x , that is they will be out of the line Q x,k P x and be the same one side of the line Q x,k P x , and P x is only one nearest by Q x,k along the clockwise. So according to Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction, P x is certainly the next apex of initial Q x,k , namely Q x,1 .
B. Except point set S'={P' x,j |∠L x,k Q x,k P x = ∠L x,k Q x,k P' x,j , P' x,j ∈S x } where every point's lever pitch equates the minimum lever pitch, all point P x,j ∈S x -S' are not at the line Q x,k P x , that is they will be out of the line Q x,k P x and be the same one side of the line Q x,k P x . But among all the points in point set S' of which the lever pitch equate the minimum lever pitch are at the line segment Q x,k P x ; except point P x , all the rest points in set S' must be between the two ends Q x,k and P x of the line segment Q x,k P x . But as known as the above, if there are more than one points have the same minimum lever pitch, then only one point which is the far-most one along the clockwise, so only the point P x can be as the minimum lever pitch point; in other words, only point P x is just certainly the next apex of the current Q x,k , namely Q x,1 .
It is necessary to point out that the last minimum lever pitch point Q' x,k ∈S x is the last apex of convex Q hull which is just the initial apex Q x+1,0 ∈S x+1 where if x+1=5 then Q x+1,0 is really Q 1,0 .
Therefore the theorem 1 is right.
Structure of the Serial New Base Line Convex Hull Algorithm
According to Isomorphic Fundamental Theorem of Convex Hull Construction, based on the theorem 1, a more efficient new serial algorithm to find a convex hull based on coiling with a minimum lever pitch in four domains and four
In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 2 of which the pitch from the lever half line Q 2,k L 2,j to Q 2,k P 2 is minimum (Namely satisfies ∠L 2,k Q 2,k P x =min{∠Q 2,k Q 2,k P 2,j | P 2,j ∈S1} (Note: If the point of the minimum pitch is not only one, then only leave the one which is the farthest from the apex Q 2,k ); keep the found point P x as new apex Q 2,k+1 in order, where 0≤k, x=2. 2. "Minimize the sub-domain S1" processing: In sub-domain S1, delete all interior points of triangle Q 2,k Q 2,k+1 Q 3,0 , and the new sub-domain S1 which is consist of all the remaindered points is still expressed as S1. If sub-domain S1 has rest points, then return to 1 of Step 2; else (it means that all apexes which are in sub-domain S1 of convex hull Q have been found out), execute the Step 3 continuingly.
Step 3: Mark the sub-domain S3 as S1. Take the bottommost point Q3,0 as the initial apex in the sub-domain S1, draw the lever half line segment Q3,0L3,0 as the initial lever half line of the sub-domain S1. In the sub-domain S1, seek for the apexes of the convex hull Q. That is:
1. "Seek for the next new apex (where is in sub-domain S 3 ) of the convex hull Q" processing: While there still have unresolved point P 3,j ∈S 1 , do:
In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 3 of which the pitch from the lever half line Q 3,k L 3,j to Q 3,k P 3 is minimum (Namely satisfies ∠L 3,k Q 3,k P x =min{∠Q 3,k Q 3,k P 3,j | P 3,j ∈S1} (Note: If the point of the minimum pitch is not only one, then only leave the one which is the farthest from the apex Q 3,k ); keep the found point P x as new apex Q 3,k+1 in order, where 0 ≤ k, x = 3. 2. "Minimize the sub-domain S1" processing: In sub-domain S1, delete all interior points of triangle Q 3,k Q 3,k+1 Q 4,0 , and the new sub-domain S1 which is consist of all the remaindered points is still expressed as S1. If sub-domain S1 has rest points, then return to 1 of Step 3; else (it means that all apexes which are in sub-domain S1 of convex hull Q have been found out), execute the Step 4 continuingly.
Step 4: Mark the sub-domain S4 as S1. Take the bottommost point Q4,0 as the initial apex in the sub-domain S1, draw the lever half line segment Q4,0L4,0 as the initial lever half line of the sub-domain S1. In the sub-domain S1, seek for the apexes of the convex hull Q. That is:
1. "Seek for the next new apex (where is in sub-domain S 4 ) of the convex hull Q" processing: While there still have unresolved point P 4,j ∈S 1 , do:
In sub-domain S1, find out the point P 4 of which the pitch from the
A NEW PARALLEL CONVEX HULL ALGORITHM BASED ON MINIMUM LEVER PITCH COILING WITH 2-CLUSTERS, 2-DOMAINS AND 4-DIRECTIONS
Now, a new more efficient algorithm to find a convex hull based on COW (abr. from Cluster Of Workstation) is given here according to the isomorphic fundamental theorem of the convex hull construction.
The Summary of Parallel Algorithm
The method of parallel program is different from the method of series program, and the difference is the attitude to the problem: the method of series program regards the change of affair as single-track. Any two of the affair may exist causality, and then regards a series of correlative affair as an inseparable whole.
To the cognition of affair, structure programming especially the object programming make breaking evolvement (namely: they decompose a complicated affair to many simple affairs, indeed regards a system as composed by many relative entities); but both with a view to the affair's the relation of static state construction and the action's pattern of surface layer, and had not achieve that cognize and decompose affair from the relation of dynamic state construction and the action's pattern of deep seated. As a result, from the essence of action mode, the affair is taken for coherent or one after the other, it doesn't exist the phenomenon of subsequent interfere, and doesn't exist coincidental actions which happen at the same time. The basic viewpoint of the method of parallel programming is taken the action of one affair as the result of reciprocity of many sub-affairs (series or parallel). This is the fundamental change of conception of programming. The core method of parallel programming which it leads is the affair's parallel partition and algorithm mapping. The foundation of exoteric is the module of parallel computing. The module of parallel computing decides the semanteme of parallel, the semanteme of parallel decides the rule of parallel executing, consequently decides the principle of parallel partition. Definition 9: Parallel algorithm is an aggregation of many courses which could finish the problem at the same time with reciprocity, harmony, uniformity, and consensus.
Definition 10: The parallel algorithms which adopt the method of synchronization (the execution of all algorithm's threads must wait each other), the method of asynchronization (the execution of all algorithm's threads could not wait each other), the method of distribution (many sizes or nodes which are connected by corresponding link finish the problem) are called synchronized algorithm, asynchronized algorithm, distributed algorithm respectively. 4. The utility ratio of system is high and it saves the resource; it could use existing equipment plenitudinously, so only see from the utility ratio, the utility of the system of COW is much higher than the utility of the system of stand-alone. 5. The ductibility of system is good and the expansibility of system is strong. From the scale, the system of COW almost uses general net. The expansibility of system is easy. From the capability, the parallel application of most middle or coarse granularity has high efficiency.
220 New serial and parallel algorithms for finding convex hull based on clusters, domains and directions from single to multitude Figure 22 . The sketch map of the cow's structure of system. Figure 23 . The sketch map of basic structure of a workstation of COW. . The ratio of repeating is high and the whip of programming is concise. In the system of COW, the parallel of program always insert corresponding communicating language, and we make little modification to the resource base of series program. Therefore, this paper adopts the COW to research and implement the parallel of convex hull algorithms.
The Basis of the Parallel New Lever Pitch Convex Hull Algorithm Based on COW
Definition 11: In 2D point set S={P i (x i ,y i )|1≤i≤m, 3≤m<+∞}, the outsidemost points which have the maximum or minimum y-coordinate are recorded: P (1) (x 1 , y 1 =min{y i (1≤i≤m≥3)}), P (2) (x 2 , y 2 =max{y i (1≤i≤m≥3)}); The outsidemost points P (1) , P (2) are called initial poles of convex hull Q and recorded as Q up0 ,Q low0 (it means: Q up0 is the right high initial poles of sub-domain S right , S left ; as the same as Q low0 ). The line segment Q up0 Q low0 is called the line of demarcation of the convex hull (called baseline for short). The line of demarcation divide the original distributed domain into two sub-domains which are sub-domains S right ,S left called as sub-domains of 2D point set (shown as in Fig 17) .
Definition 12: Do not loose universality, in 2D point set S={P i (x i ,y i )|1≤i≤m≥3}, the initial poles of convex hull Q are Q up0 , Q low0 , and they are also recorded as Q rightup,0 ,Q rightlow,0 or Q leftup,0 , Q leftlow,0 . In the subdomain of S, S right make half lines Q rightlow,j L rightlow,j and Q rightup,j L rightup,j which across the current new apexes Q rightlow,j , Q rightup,j (0≤j≤mright) of the sub-convex hull Q Right respectively, and parallel the positive direction of X-axes. The half lines are called positive half lines. The angles ∠P i Q rightlow,j L rightlow,j, ∠P i Q rightup,j L rightup,j which is formed by positive half lines Q rightlow,j L rightlow,j, Q rightup,j L rightup,j which are coiled to the point P j (x j ,y j )∈S according to anticlockwise (that is called A direction for short), clockwise(that is called B direction for short) are called the A direction angle of the point P j (x j ,y j ) to positive half line Q rightlow,j L rightlow,j, and B direction angle of the point P j (x j ,y j ) to positive half line Q rightup,j L rightup,j .
Structure of the Parallel New Lever Pitch Convex Hull Algorithm Based on COW
The author pointed out the isomorphic direction of the convex hull algorithm's improvement and optimizing. In document [18~25], the improvement to document [18] is clarified (where: document [24] is the improvement of document [22~23]).
On the basis of document [19] , the paper brings forward a new parallel algorithm for finding convex hull based on COW with 2-clusters (it means the COW is divided into two sub-COWs), 2-domains (it means the domain is divided into two sub-domains) and 2-directions (it means the direction for finding the poles of convex hull is divided into clockwise and anticlockwise). The algorithm's thought may be structured as follows:
Step 0: Parallel Initialization Processing.
Step 0-1: 2-clusters parallel processing of "finding the maximum and minimum of y-coordinate in domain S":
Step 0-1-1: Record the two sub-clusters as COW right , COW left , and record the sum of the processor which is belonged to sub-clusters COW right , COW left as n right , n left . Record the processor which is belonged to sub-clusters COW right , COW left as P right, j (1≤j≤n right ), P left,k (1≤k≤n left ). Suppose the maximum and minimum of X-coordinate are x max , x min in initializing domain S={P i (x i ,y i )|1≤i≤m≥3}.
Step 0-1-2: Every processor P right , j (1≤j≤n right ) which is belonged to subcluster COW right make the zonal partition according to the initial bandwidth W S width (=(x max -x min )/(n left +n right )), if the initial domain is not null, then find out two outmost points of the maximum and minimum of y-coordinate of S right,initial j , and find out two outmost points of the maximum and minimum of y-coordinate in right sub-domain S right initial which is composed by each of S right initial j from all outmost points of initial domain S right initial j .
Step 0-1-3: Every processor P left j (1≤j≤n left ) which is belonged to sub-cluster COW left make the zonal partition according to the initial bandwidth W S width (=(x max -x min )/(n left + n right )), if the initial domain is not null, then find out two outmost points of the maximum and minimum of y-coordinate of S left initial j , and find out two outmost points of the maximum and minimum of y-coordinate in left sub-domain S left initial which is composed by each of S left initial j from all outmost points of initial domain S left initial j .
Step 0-1-4: As the sub COW (shown as in Fig 17) , both COW right and COW right find out two outmost points of the maximum and minimum of ycoordinate of initial domain S among the four outmost points of the maximum and minimum of y-coordinate of right sub-domain S right initial and left subdomain S left initial ; and recorded P (1) (x 1 ,y 1 =max{y i (1≤i≤m≤3)}),P (2) (x 2 , y 2 =min{y i (1≤i≤m≤3)}). The outmost points P (1) ,P (2) are the initial points of convex hull Q of S, and recorded Q up0 ,Q low0 .
Step 0-2: The 2-cluster parallel processing of conforming two sub-domains of domain S:
Step 0-2-1: Connect the initial points Q up0 ,Q low0 in order to create the dividing baseline in the sub-COW COW right ,COW left respectively. The baseline could plot the two sub-domain S right, S of the domain of 2D point set, which is disposed later.
Step 0-2-2: Choose and hold the points' data of sub-domain S right , S left in the sub-COW COW right , COW left respectively. Work out the bandwidth of subdomain S right j (1≤j≤n right ), S left (1≤j≤n left ) W right width = (max{x i |x i ∈S right }-min{x i |x i ∈S right })/n right ,W left width = (max{x i |x i ∈S left }-min{x i |xi∈S left })/n left .
Step 0-2-3: Every processor P right j (1≤j≤n right ), P left k (1≤k≤n left ) which is belonged to sub-cluster COW right and COW left divide the initial domain S into sub-domain S right j (1≤j≤n right ), S left k (1≤k≤n left ) according to the bandwidth W right width , W left width . The sub-COW COW right and COW left prepare the points which are decided by the sub-domains S right , S left and except the initial points Q up0 , Q low0 .
Step 1: The parallel processing of sub-COW COW right and COW left generate the vertexes of sub-convex hull Q right , Q left in the sub-domains S right , S left .
Step 1-1: The parallel processing of the sub-COW right finding the vertexes of sub-convex hull Q right based on coiling with a minimum lever pitch in double direction in the sub-domain S right .
Step 1-1-1: The parallel processing of the sub-COW right finding the next couple of new vertexes of sub-convex hull Q right based on coiling in double direction in the sub-domain S right .
Step 1-1-1-1: Record the initial domain S right as the current sub-domain S right , record the initial vertexes Q up0 , Q low0 as the new couple of vertexes Q right up , Q right low . Set r be 0. the principle, method, step and operation of Step 1-1, Step 1-1-1, Step 1-1-2 and
Step 1-1-3 are same. So change the "right, left, A-direction, B-direction" of Step 1-1 into "left, right, B-direction, A-direction" of Step 1-2, and the operation of Step 1-2, Step 1-2-1, Step 1-2-2 and Step 1-2-3 are omitted.)
Step 2: The process of fit together the vertexes of sub-convex hull Q right , Q left which are gained by sub-COW COW right , COW left . Namely: the convex polygon Q which is composed by the line segments which link the apexes orderly in subconvex hulls Q right , Q left must be the convex hull Q in 2D limited point set S.
It is no any question that the new parallel convex algorithm based on minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 2-domains and 4-derections has improved the running time, space complexity and efficiency. But there is a weakness that the number of its sub-domains is only two. Obviously, as long as the number of its subdomains is increased to four by other outside-most points as in both the "serial convex algorithm based on a dynamical maximum base line pitch coiling with 4domains and 4-derections" and the "serial convex algorithm based on minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 4-domains and 4-derections", a newer and better parallel algorithm for finding convex hull on 4-clusters, 4-domain and 8-directions would be discussed and constructed, then the algorithm efficiency would be raised further, and its algorithm complex nature should be cut down more.
CONCLUSIONS
The three new algorithms (i.e. "serial convex algorithm based on a dynamical maximum base line pitch coiling with 4-domains and 4-derections", "serial convex algorithm based on minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 4-domains and 4-derections", and "parallel convex algorithm based on minimum lever half line pitch coiling with 2-domains and 4-derections") which are proposed in this paper not only in the running time and space complexity but also in the efficiency, obviously surpasses the Gift wrapping convex hull algorithm, Graham scan convex hull algorithm, Half-dividing convex hull algorithm and so on. Moreover, it is very easy to be transformed into new parallel algorithm for finding convex hull based on COW with m-Clusters, n-Domains and p-Directions where m>2, n>2, p>2 (they would be discussed in other papers later). Therefore, it will enhance the speed of constructing 2D convex hull effectively, and could improve and enhance the application level and the working efficiency of the 2D convex hull in the imagery processing, the writing decomposes, the pattern recognition, the object classification, the computation graph, the fingerprint recognition, the telemeter remote control, the thing recognizes, the geological prospecting, the space & sky using, and so on.
